選擇題除 68，69 兩題之外，其餘皆為一分。
01-05  AABBA     06-10  ACCBB     11-15  CDBDB     16-20  AABDC  
21-25  ADBBD     26-30  CBBCA     31-35  CABCA     36-40  CBDDDB  
41-45  DAACC     46-50  BBBAD     51-55  JBIGE     56-60  DCFHA  
61-65  BEDGF     66-70  ACCCA     71-75  CBBAC     76-79  CDDC

Vocabulary  (10%)
80. furniture     81. embarrass     82. describe
83. Cynical       84. character     85. dignity
86. defeat        87. knowledge     88. humble
89. concrete

Translation  (9%)
90. In the middle of the road/ lay/ something strange.
91. In my opinion,/ the owl is the wisest among/of all the animals.
92. The real success/ lies not in conquering others,/ but in conquering ourselves.